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Overview

Introduction
This user guide documents Illumina’s Analysis Visual Controller software v1.7
(AVC). AVC provides a graphical user interface to perform a complete offline data
analysis of a sequencing run. In the usual workflow, Real Time Analysis (RTA) will
perform the image processing and base calling during the sequencing run. AVC will
then be used to run CASAVA for alignment and variant detection (secondary
analysis). AVC also supports image analysis, base calling, or alignment using the
Offline Linux Basecaller (OLB) or the older analysis software Pipeline. In addition,
AVC supports demultiplexing.
AVC is an extension of the Pipeline Visual Controller (PVC). Where PVC was
designed to simplify running the Pipeline Software (primary analysis), AVC is
designed to simplify running the CASAVA Software (secondary analysis).
This user guide is not intended to provide a comprehensive description of CASAVA
or OLB analysis. For detailed information, see the CASAVA User Guide or Off-Line
Basecaller User Guide.

Analysis Visual Controller Software
AVC has the following features:
} Provides an easy-to-use graphical user interface.
} Runs from a Windows machine.
} Can run the analysis software from a remote location.
} Eliminates the need to use the Linux command line to run the analysis software.
} Provides additional ways to curate your data.
} Helps delete data that has been analyzed.

CASAVA Software
AVC controls the CASAVA Software, which is a set of utilities designed to perform
alignment of reads to a reference and variant detection, as well as other workflows
such as tag counting. This is done in two steps:
1

2

Alignment—CASAVA performs sequence alignment using the GERALD module,
which is a set of utilities supplied as source code and scripts. The output data
produced by GERALD are stored in a hierarchical folder structure called the Run
Folder. The Run Folder includes all data folders generated from the sequencing
platform and the data analysis software.
GERALD provides three alignment approaches:
• PhageAlign is an exhaustive search which is only practical on small model
systems.
• ELAND works by taking the set of quality filtered reads obtained in base
calling and creating an index of all reads and then matching a 32 bp seed
within the reads to the reference. The reference can be a a full genome, a
transcriptome, or specific regions, depending on the application.
• CASAVA v1.6 and later feature ELANDv2, which allows multiseed and
gapped alignments. These features increase the fraction of reads aligned and
better handle small indels at the cost of increased running time.
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Variant detection and counting—CASAVA generates a CASAVA build, which is
a post-sequencing analysis of data from reads aligned to a reference genome by
GERALD. During the build process, CASAVA performs the following:
• CASAVA sorts the reads according to their position in the reference.
• CASAVA then calls the genomic consensus sequence using a Bayesian
algorithm and compares it to the reference sequence in order to identify
homozygous or heterozygous SNPs.
• CASAVA also identifies consensus indels using the Indel Finder.
• CASAVA provides expression levels for exons, genes and splice junctions in
the RNA Sequencing analysis.
These steps are further explained in the chapter Variant Detection and Counting
and Indel Finder Algorithm of the CASAVA User Guide.

The GERALD output files contain run information, statististical analysis, sequence
information, and alignment information. The variant detection and counting output
files contain run information, statististical analysis, sequence tags, SNP and indel
information, and (for RNA Sequencing) gene counts, exon counts, and splice junction
counts. The output can be loaded into the GenomeStudio software for visualization
and further analysis.
Figure 1 Steps in Analysis of Sequencing Data
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OLB and Pipeline Software
AVC can also be used to run OLB and Pipeline for primary analysis which consists
of two steps: image analysis and base calling.
1

Image analysis—Uses the raw TIF files to locate clusters on the image, and
outputs the cluster intensity, X/Y positions, and an estimate of the noise for each
cluster. The output from image analysis provides the input for base calling.
Image analysis can either be performed offline by the OLB or Pipeline software or
during the sequencing run by Sequencing Control Studio (SCS) real time analysis.
The Pipeline Visual Controller will recognize and use analysis SCS or IPAR has
already performed.

2

Base calling—Uses cluster intensities and noise estimate to output the sequence
of bases read from each cluster, along with a confidence level for each base.
Base calling can either be performed offline by the OLB or Pipeline software or
during the sequencing run by SCS real time analysis. The Pipeline Visual
Controller will recognize and use analysis SCS has already performed.

In addition, AVC can perform alignment using the PhageAlign or ELAND algorithms
in the Pipeline software (see CASAVA Software on page 2).
The output data produced by the OLB or Pipeline software are stored in flat text, tabdelimited files in a hierarchical folder structure called the Run Folder. The Run Folder
includes all data folders generated from the sequencing platform and the data
analysis structure.

4
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Supported Versions

Supported Versions
The primary purpose of AVC is to run CASAVA v1.7. Additionally, AVC can run
CASAVA v1.6 and different versions of Pipeline (up to version 1.5), OLB (up to
version 1.8), and BCL Converter (up to version 1.8). This user guide describes all
options that are available across the different versions of the analysis software.
However, the different versions of analysis software have different features. If a
feature is not available for the analysis software version you want to use, the
Analysis Visual Controller software will not show that option, though it may be
described in this user guide.

Analysis Visual Controller User Guide
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What's New
What's new for AVC v1.7:
} Supports CASAVA v1.7
} Supports OLB v1.7 and v1.8
} Supports RTA v1.7
} Automatically converts BCL files to _qseq files
} Can generate BAM and SAM format output
} Supports demultiplexing
} Does not use Curator, which simplifies installation but still provides a common
html file pointing to all analyses started using AVC.

6
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Requirements

Requirements
The Analysis Visual Controller software does not need an advanced workstation,
since the heavy computational work is done by the Linux machine running the
analysis software. The following items are required for running AVC:
} Desktop computer running 32 and 64 bit version Windows XP, Windows Vista,
or Windows 7
} Network access to the Linux computer running the Pipeline software
} Network access to the run data
For instructions to install the Analysis Visual Controller software, see the Analysis
Visual Controller Installation Guide.
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Running Alignment

Introduction
This chapter describes the standard data analysis options for AVC.
The standard invocation of the CASAVA through AVC assumes that you have
generated base call files through Real Time Analysis (RTA) and that you are going to
align the resulting reads and detect variants. If you have used RTA for image
processing only, AVC allows you to generate base calls using the Linux Offline
Basecaller (OLB). If you have saved images, AVC allows you to perform image
analysis and base calling through OLB. Additional features of AVC include the
ability to run CASAVA on indexed samples and to perform mRNA analysis. AVC
assumes that the data is organized in a Run Folder as described in the user guides
for CASAVA.

10
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Starting AVC

Starting AVC
To start the Analysis Visual Controller software for data analysis, perform the
following steps:
1

Do one of the following:
• Double-click the Analysis_Visual_Controller shortcut on your desktop.
• Go to the location where AVC is installed and double-click the Analysis_
Visual_Controller.exe file.
The AVC startup window opens.
Figure 2 Startup Window

2

Click on the Start alignment button.
The AVC Run information tab opens. You can start setting up the alignment (see
Setting Up Alignment on page 12 below).
NOTE
If you want to start the run right away after setting up, you
may check the server availability by clicking Check how
busy a server is. AVC checks the CPU usage of the analysis
server. If the server is busy, you may want to prepare the
analysis only and run it at a later time (see Setting Up
Alignment on page 12).

Analysis Visual Controller User Guide
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Setting Up Alignment
This section describes how to set up and run alignment, which is divided over seven
tabs.

Entering Run Information
Once you have started AVC and the Run Information tab opens, you are ready to
enter the information for the run you want to analyze.
Figure 3 Run Information Tab

Enter the following information:

12

1

Analysis machine name. Select the server you want to use for the CASAVA
analysis. If you have multiple versions of CASAVA set up on one server, you
should see multiple corresponding entries. Make sure to select the right version
for the server. If the server or version does not show, it may not have been
specified during installation; follow the instructions in Analysis Visual Controller
Installation Guide.

2

Your email. Select your email address. If your email address does not show, your
account may not have been set up during installation; follow the instructions in
the Analysis Visual Controller Installation Guide.

3

Available Run folders. Select the folder on the analysis server where the Run
folders are stored; this is specified during installation (see the Analysis Visual
Controller Installation Guide).

4

Genomes folder. Select the genome folder on the analysis server where all of the
genomes are stored; this is specified during installation (see the Analysis Visual
Controller Installation Guide).

5

Run folder. Browse to the specific Run folder where the data are stored. The
starting point is specified inAvailable Run folders; select a Run folder located in
this folder.
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Optional: If you need to analyze a paired-end run that has been stored in two
Run folders, select the Paired end run 2nd checkbox, and browse to the Run
folder for the second run.

7

Click Extract information about the run.
If AVCfinds real time analysis (RTA) information, it will ask which parts of the
RTA data you would like to use. First, it will ask if you want to use RTA data.
The only reason to select no is if you would like to perform image analysis with
OLB. If you selected yes to RTA data, you will be further asked if you would like
to use basecalls produced by RTA. The only reason to select no is if you would
like to perform base calling with OLB.
Figure 4 RTA Window

Figure 5 RTA Base Calls Window

If AVC finds Paired-End information in the same Run folder, it will ask whether
you want to analyze this as a Paired-End run.
Figure 6 Paired-End Window

8

If AVC detects a multiplexed run, it will ask for the sample sheet. Select the
sample sheet file that describes the multiplexed samples and click Open.
AVC gathers the information from the Run folder, and fills out empty fields in
the bottom of the screen. If information is missing, AVC gives you a warning in a
pop-up window.

9

Enter a descriptive name in the Analysis name field.

10 Provide a description of the analysis you want to perform in the Analysis
description field.
11 Review the fields AVC has filled out, and fill out any that could not be filled
automatically.
12 Click Next to open the Image analysis tab.
NOTE
If you want to save your analysis setup to work on it or run
it later, see Saving and Loading Analysis on page 23.
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Setting Up Image Analysis
If you are using RTA data through base calling, all of the options in the Image
analysis tab are automatically filled in and cannot be changed. If you want to set up
image analysis in OLB or the Firecrest module of Pipeline through the Image analysis
tab, see Setting Up Image Analysis on page 47.

Base Calling
If you are using RTA data through base calling, all of the options in the Base calling
tab are automatically filled in and cannot be changed. If you want to set up image
analysis in OLB or the Bustard module of Pipeline through the Base calling tab, see
Base Calling on page 48.

Alignment Parameters
This section explains how to customize alignment in the GERALD module of
CASAVA through the Alignment parameters tab.
Figure 7 Alignment Parameters Tab

Bad Tiles
If you have noticed any bad tiles in your analysis, identify them here. These tiles will
be excluded from coverage. You can get this information from a review of the
primary analysis previously completed.
The required format to identify tiles is s_lane_tile, separated by a space, as in this
example:
s_1_0001 s_2_0003 s_2_0004

Base Call Calibration (for OLB or Pipeline v1.3 and Later)
This specifies the base call calibration that is used. Allowed values are:
} upstream—No custom recalibration is performed at the CASAVA analysis stage.
The quality values produced (at the base calling stage) from a precalculated qtable supplied with the analysis software will be used. This is the default as of Pipeline version 1.3.
} auto—The base call calibration table for each lane is generated from that same
lane.

14
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Eland Options
You can select whether or not to use Eland multi seed and Eland gapped. These are
independent options and any combination can be used. A brief description of each is
provided below. For more detail see the CASAVA User Guide.
} Multiseed ELAND. Multiseed ELAND considers each consecutive 32 bp portions
of a read as a seed. For example, a 100 bp read would have 3 seads. Each seed is
aligned to the reference and the set of candidates that contain no more than 2 mismatches in a seed are taken to the extension step. This method has several advantages including the ability to align reads that have more than two mismatches
from the reference in the first 32 bases of the read (something that single seed
ELAND could not do). The need to align multiple seeds extends the running time
of the algorithm.
} Gapped ELAND. Given an alignment position based on the seed, Gapped
ELAND extracts a portion of the reference at this position. For example, if a 100
bp read aligns at position 1000 in the reference, the algorithm extracts a portion
of the reference from position 995 to 1105. A global alignment with affine gap penalties is then performed between the full read and the extracted portion of the reference. Gapped ELAND is effective at aligning in the presence of small indels
and its use is recommended.
} ELAND Tiles Set Size. The set size is the maximum number of tiles analyzed by
each ELAND process. By default, AVC v1.7 takes the best number for your type of
data. You can adjust this number, but not above the maximum set for your type
of sequencer.

Generate Additional Output Files
You can instruct AVC to generate the following additional output files:
} sorted.txt files, for example for ChIP sequencing analysis. See the CASAVA User
Guide for a description.
} sequence.txt files (see Sequence.txt on page 62) See the CASAVA User Guide for a
description.
} SAM files containing only the reads passing filter, or containing all reads. The
Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) format is a generic format for storing large nucleotide sequence alignments. SAM files have a .sam extension. and consist of one
header section and one alignment section. See the CASAVA User Guide for a
description.

Index Mismatches
If you have multiplexed samples, you can specify how AVC should deal with
mismatches in the index sequence:
} Allow 1 mismatch in the index when assigning reads to indexes
} Correct the mismatch in the index if it is allowed when assigning reads.
By default, AVC does not select these two options.

Next Tab
Once you are done, click Next to open the Lane alignment tab.

Analysis Visual Controller User Guide
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} n—The base call calibration table for each lane is generated from lane n.

Running Alignment

Sample Sheet
If you have multiplexed samples, AVC now opens the Sample Sheet tab. In this tab,
you can review whether the proper samples are assigned to the right sample
references. Note that the sample reference is not the same as the genome reference; the
sample reference is a name you assign to a number of related samples.
NOTE
This tab is only visible for multiplexed samples.
Figure 8 Sample Sheet Tab

Lane Alignment
This section explains how to customize alignment for each lane. Lane-specific
parameters can be customized by selecting one of the lane number tabs, which are
lined up at the left side of the Lane alignment tab.
NOTE
This tab is not visible for multiplexed samples; instead the
Sample Alignment tab is used.
Figure 9 Lane Alignment Tab

AVC populates the parameters automatically. You can customize the following
parameters:

16
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Description

Analyze this
lane

If you clear this checkbox, this lane will not be analyzed.

Type of
alignment

Select one of the following options:
• Eland_extended (default for single-reads)—An improved version of ELAND (see
below) for analyzing single-read data.
• Better handling of > 32 base reads.
• Gives each alignment a confidence value based on its base quality scores.
• Produces a single file of sorted alignments for each lane.
• Eland_rna—Aligns each read against a large reference genome, splice junctions, and
contaminants using ELAND (for Pipeline v1.3 and later).
• Eland_tag—Aligns reads to a non-redundant reference set of separate sequence tags
and produces exact matches (for Pipeline v1.3 and later).
• Eland_pair (default for paired-end)—Aligns paired-end reads against a target using
ELAND alignments. A single-read alignment is done for each half of the pair, and then
the best-scoring alignments are compared to find the best paired-read alignment.
• Eland—Aligns each read against a large reference sequence (for Pipeline v1.0).
• Default—Aligns each read against a reference sequence using PhageAlign. This mode
is suitable only for small genome references.
• None—This lane will not be aligned.
• Sequence—Produces one file of sequence output per lane with no alignment.
• Sequence_pair—Produces two files of sequence output per lane, no alignment. E.g., s_
1_1_sequence.txt and s_1_2_sequence.txt contain output for each half of the pair.
For a detailed description, see ELAND Alignments in the CASAVA User Guide.

Use bases

The USE_BASES option identifies which bases of a full read produced by a sequencing
run should be used for the alignment analysis. The default is to use all of them.

Alignment
output format

This parameter specifies what format to use for data export. Allowed values are:
• Fasta—This format is widely used but does not contain quality scores.
• Fastq (default)—This format is an adoption of the fasta format that contains quality
scores. However, the fastq format is not completely compatible with the fastq files
currently in existence, which are read by various applications (for example, BioPerl).
Because a larger dynamic range of quality scores is used, the quality scores are
encoded in ASCII as 64+score, instead of the standard 32+score. This method is used to
avoid running into non-printable characters.
• SCARF (Solexa compact ASCII read format)—This easy-to-parse text based format
stores all the information for a single read in one line.

Eland Seed
Length

By default, the first 32 bases of the read are used as a "seed" alignment. Setting ELAND_
SEED_LENGTH to 25 will use 25 bases instead of the maximum of 32 for the initial seed
alignment. This should increase the sensitivity since two errors per 25 bases is less
stringent than two errors per 32 bases. A read is more likely to be repetitive at the 25
base level than at the 32 base level, so a decrease in ELAND_SEED_LENGTH should
probably be used in conjunction with an increase in ELAND_MAX_MATCHES. Setting
this to very low values will drastically slow down the alignment time and will probably
result in a lot of poor confidence alignments.

ELAND max
matches

By default, ANALYSIS eland_extended will consider at most ten alignments of each read.
ELAND_MAX_MATCHES allows the maximum number of alignments considered per
read to be varied between 1 and 255.

Squashed
genome folder

For type of alignment: Eland_extended, Eland_pair, Eland_rna, and Eland.
Browse to the folder that contains the squashed reference genome, which is the format
used by ELAND.
See Preparing the Reference Genome in the Off-Line Basecaller User Guide or Sequencing
Analysis User Guide for Pipeline and CASAVA for more information.

Analysis Visual Controller User Guide
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Running Alignment

Parameter

Description

Squashed
splice genome

For type of alignment: Eland_rna.
Browse to the folder that contains the squashed splice junctions set.
See Preparing the Reference Genome in the Sequencing Analysis User Guide for
Pipeline and CASAVA for more information.

Squashed
contam
genome

For type of alignment: Eland_rna.
Browse to the folder that contains the squashed contaminants.

Genome fasta
file

This will show in place of the Squashed genome folder if you chose alignment: Default
(PhageAlign alignment).
Browse to the folder that contains the reference genome in fasta format.

Contamination
fasta file
(for Pipeline
v1.0)

This will show in place of the Squashed genome folder if you chose alignment: Default is
chosen (PhageAlign alignment).
Browse to the folder that contains the contamination sequences in fasta format.

Only a subset
of the tiles

If you click this, AVC will only analyze 10% of the tiles. This is useful if you want to do a
quality check of the data before doing a full-scale analysis. This is not possible if you use
RTA base calling.

See Preparing the Reference Genome in the Sequencing Analysis User Guide for
Pipeline and CASAVA for more information.

Once you have set up a lane, you can copy its parameters to the other lanes by taking
the following steps:
1

Select the lane tab for the lane you want to copy from.

2

Select the lane you want to copy to in the Copy these parameters to dropdown
list, or select All lanes.

3

Click Yes to confirm.

4

Perform the procedure to copy the parameters to all other lanes you want.

Alternatively, open each of the other lane tabs to set up the proper analysis for the
lane.
Once you are done, click Next to open the Pre/Post run commands tab

Sample Alignment
This section explains how to customize alignment for demultiplexed samples. In the
Sample Reference dropdown list, you can select the samples associated to a sample
reference as specified in the sample sheet.
NOTE
This tab is only visible for multiplexed samples; for other
samples the Lane Alignment tab is used.

18
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Figure 10 Sample Alignment Tab

AVC populates the parameters automatically, but you can customize the following
parameters for each sample reference:
Parameter

Description

Analyze the
samples ...
reference

If you clear this checkbox, the samples associated to this sample reference will not be
analyzed.

Type of
alignment

Select one of the following options:
• Eland_extended (default for single-reads)—An improved version of ELAND (see
below) for analyzing single-read data.
• Better handling of > 32 base reads.
• Gives each alignment a confidence value based on its base quality scores.
• Produces a single file of sorted alignments for each lane.
• Eland_rna—Aligns each read against a large reference genome, splice junctions, and
contaminants using ELAND (for Pipeline v1.3 and later).
• Eland_tag—Aligns reads to a non-redundant reference set of separate sequence tags
and produces exact matches (for Pipeline v1.3 and later).
• Eland_pair (default for paired-end)—Aligns paired-end reads against a target using
ELAND alignments. A single-read alignment is done for each half of the pair, and then
the best-scoring alignments are compared to find the best paired-read alignment.
• Eland—Aligns each read against a large reference sequence (for Pipeline v1.0).
• Default—Aligns each read against a reference sequence using PhageAlign. This mode
is suitable only for small genome references.
• None—This lane will not be aligned.
• Sequence—Produces one file of sequence output per lane with no alignment.
• Sequence_pair—Produces two files of sequence output per lane, no alignment. E.g., s_
1_1_sequence.txt and s_1_2_sequence.txt contain output for each half of the pair.
For a detailed description, see ELAND Alignments in the CASAVA User Guide.

Use bases

The USE_BASES option identifies which bases of a full read produced by a sequencing
run should be used for the alignment analysis. The default is to use all of them.

Alignment
output format

This parameter specifies what format to use for data export. Allowed values are:
• Fasta—This format is widely used but does not contain quality scores.
• Fastq (default)—This format is an adoption of the fasta format that contains quality
scores. However, the fastq format is not completely compatible with the fastq files
currently in existence, which are read by various applications (for example, BioPerl).
Because a larger dynamic range of quality scores is used, the quality scores are
encoded in ASCII as 64+score, instead of the standard 32+score. This method is used to
avoid running into non-printable characters.

Analysis Visual Controller User Guide
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Parameter

Description
• SCARF (Solexa compact ASCII read format)—This easy-to-parse text based format
stores all the information for a single read in one line.

Eland Seed
Length

By default, the first 32 bases of the read are used as a "seed" alignment. Setting ELAND_
SEED_LENGTH to 25 will use 25 bases instead of the maximum of 32 for the initial seed
alignment. This should increase the sensitivity since two errors per 25 bases is less
stringent than two errors per 32 bases. A read is more likely to be repetitive at the 25
base level than at the 32 base level, so a decrease in ELAND_SEED_LENGTH should
probably be used in conjunction with an increase in ELAND_MAX_MATCHES. Setting
this to very low values will drastically slow down the alignment time and will probably
result in a lot of poor confidence alignments.

ELAND max
matches

By default, ANALYSIS eland_extended will consider at most ten alignments of each read.
ELAND_MAX_MATCHES allows the maximum number of alignments considered per
read to be varied between 1 and 255.

Squashed
genome folder

For type of alignment: Eland_extended, Eland_pair, Eland_rna, and Eland.
Browse to the folder that contains the squashed reference genome, which is the format
used by ELAND.
See Preparing the Reference Genome in the Off-Line Basecaller User Guide or Sequencing
Analysis User Guide for Pipeline and CASAVA for more information.

Squashed
splice genome

For type of alignment: Eland_rna.
Browse to the folder that contains the squashed splice junctions set.
See Preparing the Reference Genome in the Sequencing Analysis User Guide for
Pipeline and CASAVA for more information.

Squashed
contam
genome

For type of alignment: Eland_rna.
Browse to the folder that contains the squashed contaminants.

Genome fasta
file

This will show in place of the Squashed genome folder if you chose alignment: Default
(PhageAlign alignment).
Browse to the folder that contains the reference genome in fasta format.

Contamination
fasta file
(for Pipeline
v1.0)

This will show in place of the Squashed genome folder if you chose alignment: Default is
chosen (PhageAlign alignment).
Browse to the folder that contains the contamination sequences in fasta format.

Only a subset
of the tiles

If you click this, AVC will only analyze 10% of the tiles. This is useful if you want to do a
quality check of the data before doing a full-scale analysis. This is not possible if you use
RTA base calling.
Note that this option is not available for indexed runs.

See Preparing the Reference Genome in the Sequencing Analysis User Guide for
Pipeline and CASAVA for more information.

Once you have set up a sample reference, you can copy its parameters to the other
sample references by taking the following steps:
1

Select the sample reference you want to copy from.

2

Select the sample reference you want to copy to in the Copy these parameters to
dropdown list, or select All sample references.

3

Click Yes to confirm.

4

Perform the procedure to copy the parameters to all other sample referencesyou
want.

Alternatively, select each of the other sample references to set up the proper analysis.
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Once you are done, click Next to open the Pre/Post run commands tab

Pre/Post Run Commands
This section explains how to run Linux commands using the Pre/Post Run
Commands tab.
Figure 11 Pre/Post Run Commands Tab

Pre run command
The Linux command entered here will be run before the CASAVA run and will be
executed from the Run folder. Permissions and path information need to be set up
accordingly.

Post run command
The Linux command entered here is going to run after alignment and will be
executed from the Gerald folder. Permissions and path information need to be set
accordingly.
For multiplexed samples, you can specify one post run command per sample
reference using the Sample Reference dropdown list.
Once you are done, click Next to open the Start analysis tab.

Starting Analysis
Now you are ready to start the analysis.
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Running Alignment

Figure 12 Start Analysis Tab

1

AVC checks the CPU usage of the analysis server, and reports back on the left
side of the Start analysis tab. If the server is busy, you may want to run the
analysis with fewer processes, or prepare the analysis only and run it at a later
time (see below).

2

Press Ctrl and left-click the email addresses you want to select for progress
emails. To deselect, press Ctrl and left-click a selected address.
NOTE
If one of the email addresses does not show, see the
Analysis Visual Controller Installation Guide to add it to the
list.
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3

Enter the number of processes you want to run in parallel for this analysis, and
the maximum number of analyses you want to run on the Pipeline server. AVC
already has entered valid numbers based on the maximum amount of processes
that have been entered for the server in the configuration file analysis_server.xml
(see the Analysis Visual Controller Installation Guide). If the server is busy, enter fewer
processes.

4

You have two options:
• If you want to start the analysis right away, click Run Analysis.
• If you want to run the analysis at a later time (for example, when the server
is not busy), perform the following:
a Click Prepare Analysis ONLY.
b Click Yes.

5

Reviewing run commands: a detailed log of commands sent to the Linux server
is saved in the log folder, located in Analysis | Analysis_Name folder (Run Folder
Structure on page 34). If there are any issues with the analysis, use the files in the
log folder to start trouble shooting (see AVCLog Folder on page 35).
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Click the Save Analysis button
if you want to use the same type of
analysis for other sequencing runs. The analysis configuration will be saved in the
Analysis_Configuration folder under the analysis name.
Click the Load Analysis button
configured analysis.

if you want to use a previously

Note that Saving and Loading Analysis does not work for multiplexed samples
NOTE
Saving and Loading Analysis does not work for multiplexed
samples.
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Saving and Loading Analysis

Saving and Loading Analysis
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Chapter 3

Chapter 3 Variant Detection

Variant Detection
Introduction
Starting AVC
Setting Up Variant Detection
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Variant Detection

Introduction
This chapter describes how to use AVC to run variant detection once reads have been
aligned to the appropriate reference. In the case of DNA resequencing, variant
detection refers to SNP and indel calling. In the case of mRNA analysis, SNP calls
and transcript counts will be generated.
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To start the Analysis Visual Controller software for data analysis, perform the
following steps:
1

Do one of the following:
• Double-click the Analysis_Visual_Controller shortcut on your desktop.
• Go to the location where the AVC is installed and double-click the Analysis_
Visual_Controller.exe file.
The AVC startup window opens.
Figure 13 Startup Window

2

Click on the Start variant detection button.
The AVC Run information tab opens. You can start setting up the variant
detection (see Setting Up Variant Detection on page 28 below).
NOTE
If you want to start the run right away after setting up, you
may check the server availability by clicking Check how
busy a server is. AVC checks the CPU usage of the analysis
server. If the server is busy, you may want to prepare the
analysis only and run it at a later time (see Setting Up Variant
Detection on page 28).
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Starting AVC

Variant Detection

Setting Up Variant Detection
This section describes how to set up and run variant detection, which is divided over
five tabs.

Entering Build Information
Once you have started AVC and the Build Information tab opens (Entering Build
Information on page 28), you are ready to enter the information for the run you want to
analyze.
Figure 14 Build Information Tab

Enter the following information:

28

1

Analysis machine name. Select the server you want to use for the CASAVA
analysis. If you have multiple versions of CASAVA set up on one server, you
should see multiple corresponding entries. Make sure to select the right version
for the server. If the server or version does not show, it may not have been
specified during installation; follow the instructions in Analysis Visual Controller
Installation Guide.

2

Your email. Select your email address. If your email address does not show, your
account may not have been set up during installation; follow the instructions in
the Analysis Visual Controller Installation Guide.

3

Available build folders. Select the folder on the analysis server where the Run
folders are stored; this is specified during installation (see the Analysis Visual
Controller Installation Guide).

4

Genomes folder. Select the genome folder on the analysis server where all of the
genomes are stored; this is specified during installation (see the Analysis Visual
Controller Installation Guide).

5

Click Start a new build.

6

Enter a descriptive name in the Build name field.

7

Type of run dropdown menu, select paired reads or single reads.

8

Select the Run mode in the dropdown menu.
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Fasta genome folder: browse to the folder that contains the Fasta files for the
reference.

10 Provide a description of the analysis you want to perform in the Analysis
description field.
11 Click Next to open the Sample selection tab.

Sample Selection
The Sample selection tab is used to select all of the data that will be combined to
create the build used in variant detection. The aligned reads from all of the specified
lanes in one or more Gerald folders will be used.
Figure 15 Sample Selection Tab

Populate the following elements:
1

Run root folders: Select the directory where all the Gerald folders are stored.

2

Alignment folder: browse to the first Gerald folder that contains reads to be used
in the build.

3

Click on Add lane(s) to the build.
A screen will come up that allows you to select which lanes of the flow cell
should be used in the build.
Figure 16 Sample Selection Screen

4

Check all of the lanes that apply. The information is recorded on the first line of
the table under Lane list and Alignment folder.

5

If multiple flow cells will be used in the build, repeat assigning alignment folder,
samples , and lanes until all of the lanes from the appropriate flow cells have
been added.
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9

Variant Detection

NOTE
If you have accidentally added a Gerald folder and would
like to remove it, select it by clicking on the table entry and
click on the Remove sample button.

6

Once you have added all of the data needed to create the build, click Next to
open the Build options tab.

Build Options
The Build options tab is used to set the various parameters for variant detection. In
most cases, the default settings will remain unchanged and you will be able to
immediately move to the next tab. The parameters are explained below.
Figure 17 Build Options Tab

Detect—You can choose to detect either SNPs or SNPs and indels. You can only
select SNPs and indels if you have a paired end run because the indel calling
algorithm uses information on the distance between mapped paired end reads to
identify indels.
Generate BAM File—You can choose to generate a BAM file if you have samtools
installed (see Analysis Visual Controller Installation Guide). The Binary Alignment/Map
(BAM) file is the binary equivalent of SAM files and stores alignment information in
a much reduced volume, but the information is harder to access and parse. For a
description of the BAM format, see samtools.sourceforge.net.
BAM chr labels—You can specify the chromosome labeling in the BAM file. You can
have use the CASAVA default, remove the .fa extension, or use the UCSC convention
and remove the .fa extension.
Allele Caller cutoff—this is the minimum alignment score required for a read to be
used in creating the consensus sequence. Reads below this threshold will not
contribute to allele calling. The default value for paired end alignment score is 10 and
the default value for single read alignment score is 6.
Remove duplicates—If you select YES, then duplicate paired end reads where the
starting position of both pairs is identical will be removed. In other words, if two sets
of paired end reads are located in the exact same positions of the reference, then only
the highest scoring paired end read will be retained. Given a relatively large genome,
the probability of exactly matching starting position and insert size is low, so such
duplicates are assumed to be artifacts of the sample preparation process. The default
is YES.
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SNP Caller Threshold—This is the minimum allele call score required to call a SNP.
In other words, to call a homozygote difference from the reference, the allele score for
that position has to exceed this threshold. The score is based on the quality score of
the consensus sequence at the given position. The default of 10 is roughly equivalent
to ensuring that at least 3 q30 bases are needed to make the SNP call.
SNP Caller Threshold 2—This is the threshold for the second highest scoring allele
that is needed to call a heterozygous SNP. For each base, all four alleles are given a
score and one of the conditions for a heterozygote is that the second highest allele
score exceed this threshold. The default is 6.
SNP Caller max ratio—Another condition for a heterozygous SNP to be called is that
the ratio of the highest and second highest allele score must be less than this
threshold. In other words, evidence for the presence of a second allele at specific
position must not be too low relative to the evidence for the highest scoring allele.
SNP Caller coverage cutoff—if the depth of coverage at a specific position exceeds
this threshold multiplied by the mean coverage of the chromosome, then a SNP will
not be called. Coverage much higher than expected by random chance may indicate a
problematic region so this parameter can be used to avoid calling SNPs in such
regions. The default value is 3. Using this feature is not recommended in RNA
analysis because varying expression levels will lead to much greater variation in
depth of coverage. The feature is turned off by setting the threshold to -1.
Additional command line options—additional commands can be added here, but the
syntax will not be verified by AVC.
Once you are done, click Next to open the Pre/Post run commands tab

Pre/Post Run Commands
This section explains how to run Linux commands using the Pre/Post Run
Commands tab.
Figure 18 Pre/Post Run Commands Tab

Pre run command
The Linux command entered here will be run before the CASAVA run and will be
executed from the Run folder. Permissions and path information need to be set up
accordingly.
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Dense Allele calls—Leave empty rows out of the allele call file sort.count. This flag is
set YES by default for RNA sequencing and targeted resequencing, and NO for other
DNA sequencing.

Variant Detection

Post run command
The Linux command entered here is going to run after alignment and will be
executed from the Gerald folder. Permissions and path information need to be set
accordingly.
Once you are done, click Next to open the Start analysis tab.

Starting Analysis
Now you are ready to start the analysis (Starting Analysis on page 32).
Figure 19 Start Analysis Tab

1

AVC checks the CPU usage of the analysis server, and reports back on the left
side of the Start analysis tab. If the server is busy, you may want to run the
analysis with fewer processes, or run it at a later time.

2

Press Ctrl and left-click the email addresses you want to select for progress
emails. To deselect, press Ctrl and left-click a selected address.
NOTE
f one of the email addresses does not show, see the Analysis
Visual Controller Installation Guide to add it to the list.

3

Enter the number of processes you want to run in parallel for this analysis. AVC
already has entered valid numbers based on the maximum amount of processes
that have been entered for the server in the configuration file analysis_server.xml
(see the Analysis Visual Controller Installation Guide). If the server is busy, enter fewer
processes.

4

If the server is not too busy, click Start CASAVA to begin variant detection.

5

Reviewing run commands: a detailed log of commands sent to the Linux server
is saved in the log folder, located in Analysis | Analysis_Name folder (Run Folder
Structure on page 34). If there are any issues with the analysis, use the files in the
log folder to start trouble shooting (see AVCLog Folder on page 35).

The output files from the analysis will be saved in the Available build folders
location and the Build name specified in the Build Information tab.
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Chapter 4 Analysis Output

Analysis Output
Introduction
Visual Analysis File: Run_analyses.html
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Analysis Output

Introduction
AVC produces text-based files during analysis. This section will help you find these
various files.

Run Folder Structure
The analysis output is saved in the Run folder .
Figure 20 Run Folder Structure
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For each Run folder, a Run_analyses.html file is produced, stored at the top level of
the Run folder. The Run_analyses.html file is divided in sections for all analyses
performed on the data stored in the Run folder. From each section, you have access
the output folders, summary information,and log and error files for that analysis.
Figure 21 Run_analyses.html File

The following sections contain information to help you interpret the Run_
analyses.html file.

GERALD Summary Reports
For each analysis run, a GERALD Summary Reports web page is produced, which
contains comprehensive results and performance metrics for your analysis. It
provides an overview of quality metrics for analysis with links to more detailed
information in the form of pages with graphs. For a description of the GERALD
Summary Reports, see the appropriate CASAVA User Guide or Pipeline User Guide.

AVCLog Folder
In the Log folder located in the Analysis | Analysis_Name folder (Run Folder Structure
on page 34), you find all the commands used to prepare the alignment, as well as log
files and error reporting files. When something is not going as expected, look here
first to start troubeshooting. The following files can be found:
} Commands used to prepare the alignment: prepare_analysis.
} Associated output and error output in files with the same names followed by _
log.txt and _error.txt (prepare_analysis_log.txt and prepare_analysis_error.txt).
} Config file used for GERALD: gerald_config.txt.
} All Linux commands run to do the alignment: run_analysis.
} _log.txt and _error.txt files for each step of the analysis (pre_run_cmd, image,
base call, alignment+post_run_cmd).
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Visual Analysis File: Run_analyses.html
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Deleting Files
Introduction
Deleting Files and Folders
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Deleting Files

Introduction
Managing the vast amounts of data generated by the Genome Analyzer and
subsequent downstream analyses can be time-consuming. AVC lets you delete
images and data folders in the background, freeing up CPU time on the desktop and
server when needed. This chapter explains how to delete files and folders with AVC.

Use of Curator
Note that deletion behavior is different, depending on whether you are using Curator.
} If you use Curator (and so use CASAVA up to version 1.6), data are copied in the
analysis folder corresponding to each analysis, so the delete function actually
deletes the folder under Data.
} If you are using CASAVA 1.7 and therefore not using Curator, data are not copied
to the analysis folder (this was done by Curator). The delete function only deletes
the files that are considered too big and not useful if you don't want to reanalyze
the data but just archive them. The result is a smaller folder.
The following files are deleted:
• All the images in the thumbnail_Images folder
• s*_seq.txt
• s*_prb.txt
• s*_qval.txt.gz
• s*.bcl
• s*.filter
• s*_int.txt.p.gz
• s*_nse.txt.p.gz
• s*_int.txt.gz
• s*_nse.txt.gz
• s*_sig2.txt.gz
• s*.cif
• s*.dif
• s*.locs
• s*.ctr
• s*_pos.txt
• s*_eland_query.txt
• s*_calsaf.txt
• s*_eland_extended.txt
• s*_eland_extended.txt.gz
• s*_eland_multi.txt
• s*_eland_multi.txt.gz
• s*_frag.txt
• s*_score_files.txt
• s*_reanomraw.txt
• s*_anomaly.txt
CAUTION
Be careful when deleting images and analyses; you may not
be able to recover them.
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Deleting Files and Folders

Deleting Files and Folders
To delete images and data folders, perform the following steps:
1

Go to the location where AVC was installed.

2

Double-click the AVC.exe file.
The AVC startup window opens.
Figure 22 Startup Window

3

Click on the Delete Images and/or Data folders button.
The AVC Delete window opens.
Figure 23 Delete Window

4

Select the server you want to clean up in the Analysis machine name dropdown
list.

5

Select the folder where the Run folders are located in the Available Run folders
dropdown list.
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Deleting Files

AVC auto-populates the list of Run folders with Images and/or Data folders still
present.
NOTE
If one of the servers does not show, see the Analysis Visual
Controller Installation Guide to add it to the list.
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6

Double-click the Run folder you want to clean up in the list of runs field.
AVC auto-populates the images and data folders that can be deleted in the
dropdown lists at the bottom of the window.

7

For deleting images, select All lanes or a specific lane from the Choose the
images to delete dropdown list, and click Delete selected images.
AVC deletes selected images in the background.

8

If you want to delete analyses, select the specific analysis or All analyses from the
Choose the analysis to delete dropdown list, and click Delete selected analysis.
AVC deletes selected analyses in the background.

9

Once done, click Exit.
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Start a Prepared Alignment
Introduction
Start Alignment
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Start a Prepared Alignment

Introduction
This chapter describes how to use AVC to continue a previously prepared analysis.
This can be done if you either prepared an analysis but decided to run it later because
the server was busy, or if an analysis crashed or was interrupted. The advantage of
using this feature is that analysis will continue from the point where it was
interrupted rather than starting from the beginning.
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Start Alignment

Start Alignment
To start a prepared alignment, perform the following steps:
1

Go to the location where AVC was installed.

2

Double-click the Analysis_Visual_Controller.exe file.
The AVC startup window opens.
Figure 24 Startup Window

3

Click on the Start a prepared alignment button.
The Restart an analysis window opens.
Figure 25 Restart an Analysis Window

4

Select the Analysis machine name: this dropdown menu specifies the analysis
server and OLB / CASAVA version that will be used in the analysis.

5

Select the Available run folder: this dropdown menu specifies the location of all
run folders.
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Start a Prepared Alignment

AVC populates a table with all run folders that have an analysis folder.
6

Double-click the run that you would like to analyze in the list of runs.
AVC populates the Choose the analysis to restart drop down menu with
prepared analyses that can be continued or redone.

7

Select the appropriate analysis in the dropdown menu.

8

Click on the Start the selected alignment button.

AVC now starts the prepared alignment.
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Appendix A Image Analysis and Base Calling

Image Analysis and Base
Calling
Introduction
Setting Up Image Analysis
Base Calling
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Image Analysis and Base Calling

Introduction
The following appendix explains how to use AVC to run primary analysis if RTA
was not used for either image processing or base calling. In such cases, AVC will use
the OLB software. To perform image analysis, images must have been saved. To
perform base calling, intensity information must have been saved.
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This section explains how to set up image analysis in OLB or the Firecrest module of
Pipeline through the Image analysis tab if you are not using RTA image analysis
data.
Figure 26 Image Analysis Tab

Three parameters are populated automatically; check whether the values are
appropriate for the image analysis you want to perform. The available options are
described below.

Analyze Cycles
Enter the cycles you want to analyze. You can choose values up to the last cycle AVC
finds in the sequencing data.

Offset
There are three options for the offset parameter:
} Auto (default option). The image analysis software will generate an offset file automatically for this run.
} Default. The image analysis software will use the default offset file for this
Genome Analyzer.
} User file. When you select this option, AVC will ask you to browse to the specific
offset file you want to use (*_offsets.txt file).
For more information, see the section Image Offsets in the Off-Line Basecaller User Guide
.

Compression
Compression is recommended to reduce the size of the Firecrest output. There are
three options for the compression parameter:
} gzip (the default)
} bzip2
} none
In OLB and Pipeline version 0.3 and later, the intensity files are compressed by
default with gzip.
Once you are done, click Next to open the Base calling tab.
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Image Analysis and Base Calling

Base Calling
This section explains how to set up base calling in OLB or the Bustard module of
Pipeline through the Base calling tab if you are not using the basecalls generated by
RTA.
Figure 27 Base Calling Tab

Two parameters are populated automatically; check whether the values are
appropriate for the base calling you want to perform. The available options are
described below.

Cross-Talk Matrix
The sequencer uses lasers and optical filters to detect the fluorophores used to label
nucleotides. The emission spectra of these fluorophores overlap, so the intensities in
each channel are not independent. The frequency cross-talk is deconvolved using a
frequency cross-talk matrix. The options for setting up this matrix are listed below:
} The default option is auto, which uses all eight lanes to estimate the cross-talk
matrix.
} For samples with biased-base compositions, as encountered in many tag-based or
microRNA applications, you need to use a control lane. There are two options:
• If you ran a control on your sample, specify the lane.
• If you want to use an existing control matrix, select user file and browse to
the control matrix file (*_matrix.txt file)
For more information, see the section Frequency Cross-Talk Matrix in the Off-Line
Basecaller User Guide .

Phasing/Prephasing
Depending on the efficiency of the fluidics and the sequencing reactions, a small
number of molecules in each cluster may run ahead (prephasing) or fall behind
(phasing) of the current incorporation cycle. This effect is mitigated by applying
corrections during the base calling step.
} The default option is auto, which uses all eight lanes to calculate the phasing and
prephasing corrections.
} If you want to use a specific lane (such as a control lane) for calculating the phasing and prephasing corrections, specify the lane.
} If you want to use existing phasing/prephasing corrections, select user value and
enter the phasing and prephasing corrections manually.
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Quality Filtering (for OLB and Pipeline v1.3 and Later)
The overall quality of each cluster is estimated according to the quality of the base
calls over a given number of cycles, by default 25, and can be any of these:
} chastity: the minimum ratio of the brightest intensity over the sum of the brightest and second-brightest intensities
} failed-chastity: the number of bases where the chastity is lower than the given
threshold
} purity: the minimum ratio of the brightest intensity over the sum of all four intensities
By default, Pipeline filters the clusters according to the relation "failed-chastity<=1",
using a chastity threshold of 0.6, on the first 25 cycles. This removes all clusters with
a chastity less than 0.6 on two or more bases among the first 25 bases.
For more information, see the section Filtering Parameters in the Off-Line Basecaller User
Guide.

Generating Optional Files (for OLB or Pipeline v1.3 and Later)
You can indicate whether you want to generate the sig2, seq, prb, qhg, qval, and
second_call files. These files contain intermediate intensity, base call, quality
information, and are not generated by default in later versions of the analysis
software. For an explanation of the sig2, seq, prb, qhg, and qval files, which are not
generated by default in Pipeline v1.3 and later, see the Genome Analyzer Pipeline
Software Version 1.0 User Guide. Second_call creates a set of qseq files with the second
call in the SecondCall directory, and is only available for CASAVA versions 1.6 and
later.
NOTE
Some options will not be selectable depending on the
analysis software version

Once you are done, click Next to open the Alignment and report tab.
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Base Calling

For more information, see the section Phasing/Prephasing Estimates in the Off-Line
Basecaller User Guide .
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Technical Assistance

Technical Assistance
For technical assistance, contact Illumina Customer Support.
Table 1 Illumina General Contact Information
Illumina Website
Email

http://www.illumina.com
techsupport@illumina.com

Table 2 Illumina Customer Support Telephone Numbers
Region

Contact Number

North America toll-free

1.800.809.ILMN (1.800.809.4566)

United Kingdom toll-free

0800.917.0041

Germany toll-free

0800.180.8994

Netherlands toll-free

0800.0223859

France toll-free

0800.911850

Other European time zones

+44.1799.534000

Other regions and locations

1.858.202.ILMN (1.858.202.4566)

MSDSs
Material safety data sheets (MSDSs) are available on the Illumina website at
http://www.illumina.com/msds.

Product Documentation
If you require additional product documentation, you can obtain PDFs from the
Illumina website. Go to http://www.illumina.com/support/documentation.ilmn. When
you click on a link, you will be asked to log in to iCom. After you log in, you can
view or save the PDF. To register for an iCom account, please visit
https://icom.illumina.com/Account/Register.
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